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“Introducing intelligent 

and contextual routing 

for enhanced agent 

experience and customer 

satisfaction” 

 
 

1. Concepts of unified 

routing are largely same 

for entity routing and 

omnichannel 

applications 

2. It is recommended to 

use ‘Customer Service 

Workspace’ app for best 

agent experience across 

channels.  

 

Microsoft’s Dynamics 365 Customer Service provides an all-in-one digital contact center solution 

with rich AI capabilities, varied channel integrations and Intelligent agent experience.  

It is imperative for businesses to optimize their agent’s bandwidth and skills to ensure increased 

agent productivity, faster turnaround time and customer satisfaction.  

The ‘unified routing’ capability transforms routing and assignment for your organization by 

leveraging rules and machine learning models to automatically find the best-suited agent for 

new work items, and then prioritizing and assigning the work to your agents based on skills, 

current workloads, the type of customer, priority, urgency, and more. 
 

Along with the newer channels like Voice Channel, Chat, Social 

media channels etc. It also provides a provision to apply concepts of 

unified routing on entity routing as well, i.e. to route records like 

case, emails etc. based on work classification and matching agents as 

per required skills and availability. Recently, Microsoft has 

announced that customers can now avail the unified routing based 

advanced record routing along with Customer Enterprise license 

while for other channels, they will still require to purchase digital 

messaging add on. 
 

In this article, we will address some of the insights into working of 

unified routing wrt record routing. 

Additional Insights on Unified Routing-  
Licensing Requirements:  
o For Provisioning Unified routing (UR), D365 customer Enterprise 

or D365 Enterprise P1 license is required, in the absence of which 

‘Unified routing could not be provisioned’ and an error may hit. 

 

o Routing records, excluding Chat and Digital Messaging 

conversation records, are subject to a licensed capacity. Customer 

Service Enterprise includes unified routing with 50 record routes per 

user per month. 

o A record route is defined as - any-time the record enters the Unified Routing cycle, either 

programmatically when it’s originally created or when routing is explicitly triggered through 

actions like “save and route”. Transferring the work to another agent/queue or releasing work 

to the queue is not considered a new route. 



Dynamics 365 

unified routing 

provisions a single 

platform for end-

to-end customer 

engagement 

management from 

work classification, 

advanced 

assignment logics, 

diagnostics, 

analytics and 

feedback 

Work Classification:  

o While defining work 

classification rules, 

keyword search in 

record/message content 

can be set up. However, 

currently Synonym 

search is not available 

i.e. urgent and urgently 

are treated as two 

separate keywords.  
 

 

 

Cost of Poor 
Customer 
Experience 

$22 Mn is the estimated 

average unnecessary 

service costs for online 

retailers due to 

customer service 

channel escalations 

- Forrester 

 

 

3. Unified Routing 

can be triggered 

manually for 

programmatically 

4. Dynamics 365 

unified routing 

provides an 

intelligent and 

scalable solution to 

handle complex 

enterprise scale 

contact centers.  

 

 

o Currently, it is possible to create 10 rulesets with 100 rules each.  

o It is possible to add additional attributes to the rules logical 

conditions in respective backend tables.  

Queues &  Assignments:  

o If a record is routed to a queue outside the range of queue operating 

hours, the record will be parked in the respective queue until there is 

any agent present to assign the case.   

o The routing service keeps -re-trying to assign records to     the agents 

until a suitable match is found based on skills, skills match algorithms, 

availability, capacity, assignment rules, selection order, operating 

hours etc.  

o If a record is not matched to any route to queue rules, it is routed to 

system default queue. Agents can view and pick those cases from 

Work Items in ‘Queues I am part of’ view     in queues.  

o After the queue operating hours ends, agents will not be assigned 

records from that queue.  

o After the agent’s work hours ends, agents will not be assigned 

records from any queue.  

o Advanced queues can be assigned mailboxes in advanced settings > 

Queue are in Dynamics 365 customer service. There also, ‘sending 

mailbox’ and ‘receiving mailbox’ properties available in route to 

queue rules to implement email routing rules and related scenarios.  

User Presence 

o An agent can set their presence offline manually or it gets changes as 

offline a couple of minutes after closing the client application 



o For presence load, proper provisioning of Unified routing, Correct role-

persona mapping, correct security roles assignment and mapping of 

users to app profiles are important considerations.  

o Following table indicates the correct roles for agents:  

 

App Profile Management 

o The app profile manager lets organizations create targeted app 

experiences for agents and supervisors as an alternative to building 

and maintaining custom apps. With the app profile manager, 

administrators can create custom profiles with specific session 

templates, conversation channels, and productivity tools. These 

profiles can then be assigned to users. 

o For the presence load, it is important to add users to a profile where 

‘Channels > All Channels’ toggle is turned on. Typically ‘Customer 

Service Workspace + Channels + Default’ app profile can be selected 

for Record channels while ‘Omnichannel + Channels + Default’ app 

profile can be selected for Omnichannel solution.  

Application Life-Cycle Management 

o Currently Unified routing set up is not solution aware and traditional 

ALM process is not supported. Similarly copying instances is not 

supported as it hampers with correct service provisioning. It’s a good 

idea to factor it in project plans 

o It is important to provision unified routing service in each 

environment for both Unified routing with customer service solution 

and for omnichannel solution.  

o Routing Diagnostics can be archived using PowerAutomate 

 

 

 

 

 

“Buy or Bye? Only 26% 

of consumers feel that 

retailers today are 

providing a consistent 

customer experience 

across all channels 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/app-profile-manager/overview
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